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40 Rising Stars to tap into in 2022 
For the third year in a row, we contacted readers and others in the VC community to discover 

who are the industry's rising stars. It was quite an undertaking, but we have here is a list of 40 

professionals under 40 who are destined to shape venture capital. 

By VCJ Staff • 14 hours ago 

►1■■--
For the third year in a row, Venture Capital Journal presents our list of 40 

Rising Stars under the age of 40. 

Many of our Rising Stars over the past three years have been up-and-comers 

and many are under-the-radar types. But one thing is certain: they are skilled 

professionals to get to know and network with if you can. 

We've tracked the previous Rising Stars and how they change jobs, launch new 

ventures, get promoted and continue to inspire those around them while leading 

their peers and learning the business. 

It was a challenging task to produce just 40 professionals, culled from a list of 

more than 170. But we hope you not only peruse the list and read about their 

journeys, but reach out to them on Linkedln. This matrix of 40 Rising Stars 

contains someone you should tap into and get to know; chances are, they'll be 

around for years to come. 

And we are certain they will shape the venture community as the next 

generation of rising stars. 
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In October, we asked readers of Venture Capital journal to send us their nominations for 

our third annual Rising Stars list, which recognizes up-andcoming professionals in the 

venture community. You overwhelmed us with more than 170 candidates, 13 percent more 

than last year. In determining our list, we looked whether candidates accomplished 

something notable over the last year. 

Our Rising Stars' average age was 33.4, with the youngest 24 and the oldest 39, with 24 

females and 16 males. The list includes up-and-comers, who we call 'Next generation VC.' 

Other categories are 'Founder VC,' 'LP,' 'Attorney' and 'Platform/Talent star' to recognize 

those who focus more on talent acquisition or other value-add services. By geography, 32 

are from the US, with 15 of them calling San Francisco home. But they also come from New 

York, Washington DC, Miami, Cincinnati, Boston, Los Angeles, Menlo Park, Palo Alto and 

Seattle. A total of eight are from outside the US, including Budapest, Helsinki, London, 

Montreal, Toronto, Paris and ½ncouver. 

Justin Fishner-Wolfson I 39 

Managing partner 

137 Ventures 

More than a decade ago, Pishner-Wolfson left Founders 

Fund to co-found 137 Ventures. It was a bold move to 

launch a firm with a twist of providing liquidity to start-up 

founders as a way to gain shares of highly sought-after 

companies. It hadn't been done at scale before. Since then, 

the firm has invested in more than 75 companies, of which 

13 have gone public, including seven in the last year-plus. 

In 2021, the firm raised $350 million for its fifth and 

largest fund in its history, while also nearly doubling the 

team in the last three years, proving that the firm's thesis 

has paid off.




